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MK Carriages for Tunnels 
Modular carriages for tunnel formwork

// Cost-effective and versatile solution for tunnel construction
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MK Carriages for Tunnels

 MK Tunnel Carriage Sub-Structures

1  Main structure

2  Transport structure

3  Bracing

4  Formwork

5  Rolling and levelling system

6  Safety and accessories: 
platforms and access 
systems

 MK carriage components

 Lightweight mobile carriage combines falsework 
and formwork in one structure, which facilitates 
successive pouring in both mine tunnels and cut-
and-cover tunnels.

 An economical and cost-effective solution using a 
high proportion of standard rentable components.

 Based on the MK System, which uses a variety of 
multipurpose elements to create an extremely versatile 
structure with high load-bearing capacity.

 Built-in safety components, including working 
platforms and access systems.

// Features
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MK Carriages for Tunnels

 MK Carriage for Mine Tunnels

 Interior formwork for nozzle-poured concrete, vibrated 
from the exterior.

 Withstands high pouring pressures.

 Shuttering face of 6 mm steel panels.

 Shaping timber for getting the required panel  
curvature.

 Manual or hydraulic advance.

 MK Carriage for Cut-and-Cover Tunnels

 Lightweight structure with a 
double-sided formwork base, 
designed for exterior pouring.

 Standard shuttering face of 
phenolic plywood.

 Manual or hydraulic advance.

 6 mm steel panel
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MK Carriages for Tunnels

// Benefits

 High Cost-Effectiveness

 Configurable
 Sections can be built in a variety of shapes.

 Structures configurable for different pressures and 
loads.

 Excellent concrete finishing.

 Steel or phenolic panels adapt to different tunnel radii.

 Worksite access can be configured according to project 
requirements.

 Manual or hydraulic advance.

 Made of standard rental material.

 Material reusable for other projects.

 Lightweight structure.

 Quick work cycles.

 Easy handling.

 Carriages need not be dismantled for relocation.

 Separate pouring of side wall and vault is possible.

 Distance between sections may be reduced to increase 
load-bearing capacity.

 Easy stripping with screw jacks or cylinders.

 Steel panels reusable for other tunnels.

 Panels with inspection windows and openings for 
pouring nozzles and vibrator support.

 Multi-level platforms and access systems.
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MK Carriages for Tunnels

// Solutions

 MK Carriage for Mine Tunnels

 Subway stations

 Road or train tunnels

 Single-phase construction

 Two-phase construction: side walls 
and vault

 Phase 1: side walls

 Phase 2: vault

 Hydraulic galleries

 MK Carriage for steel reinforcement 
installation
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MK Carriages for Tunnels

 MK Carriage for Cut-and-Cover Tunnels

 Two-phase construction

 Single-phase construction

 Curvature obtained with curved 
walers

 Box section and underpass

 Solution for high vaults

 Curvature obtained with straight 
walers and shaping timber

 Cut-and-cover tunnel

 Transition tunnels

 Phase 1: side walls  Phase 2: vault
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MK Carriages for Tunnels

MK walers and profiles

Profile MK-120/0.5 1990104  6

Profile MK-120/0.625 1990105     7.5

Profile MK-120/0.75 1990106     9.1

Profile MK-120/0.875 1990107    10.7

Profile MK-120/2437.5 1991878    30.1

Profile MK-120/2375 1990119    29.3

Waler MK-120/1.125 1990209    29.4

Waler MK-120/1.375 1990211    35.4

Waler MK-120/1.625 1990213    41.9

Waler MK-120/1.875 1990215    48.3

Waler MK-120/2.125 1990217    54.3

Waler MK-120/2.375 1990219    60.5

Waler MK-120/2.625 1990221    68.6

Waler MK-120/3.125 1990225    80.9

Waler MK-120/3.625 1990229    93.4

Waler MK-120/4.125 1990233   107.6

Waler MK-120/4.625 1990237   120.1

Waler MK-120/4.875 1990239   126.3

Waler MK-120/5.625 1990245   146.7

Profile MK-180/2.125 1990017    44.10

Profile MK-180/2.625 1990021    54.50

Profile MK-180/3.125 1990025    64.90

Profile MK-180/3.625 1990029    75.40

Profile MK-180/4.625 1990037    96.30

Profile MK-180/5.625 1990045   117.10

Profile MK-180/7.625 1990061   159.00

Profile MK-180/10.625 1990085   222.00

Panels common components

Panel TMK 2500X1125 1991894    149

Panel TMK 2500X125 1991893    17.4

U connector panel-MK tunnel 1991800     1.1

Connector panel 350 MK tunnel 1991946     1.2

Coupling spindle-panel r-const 1991803     1.2

Window support profile 1991804     9.1

Axial node male 1991950    10.3

Axial node female 1991960     8.4

Axial node w/wings M. 1991957    12.9

Axial node w/wings female 1991960     8.4

MK node-2D40-M 1991965    14.7

Omega-batten joint 110 1991810 0,27

Omega-batten joint 76 1991980 0.24

Spindle mine tunnel T160 1991820     4.9

Support compensation 1991853     4.6

Compensation plate 1125 1991979     3.4

Compensation plate 1991906 0.32

Stop support 1991854 0.17

Omega profile 2937.5 I601044    21.5

Omega profile 4062.5 I601062    29.9

Omega profile 6062.5 I601094    44.6

Alignment device AD-70 1991939     6.7

Panels TMK

Panel TMK 1991830   396

Panel TMK window 1991835    380

Mine tunnel window 1991860    18.2

Panel TMK nozzle 1991895    395

Nozzle tunnel mine 1991850    26.5

kg kgkg

Basic components
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MK Carriages for Tunnels

Nodes and russ elements

Node 180 MK 1990485    30.6

Node 180 D40 MK 1990480    31.8

Node 120 MK 1990420    24.0

Node 90 MK 1990390    18.8

Node 60 F MK 1990360    16.0

Node 60 M MK 1990361    21.3

Node 360 MK 1990665 50

Axial node M D40 MK 1990300    15.0

Axial node 90º M D40 MK 1990301    23.0

Orthogonal joint MK 1990395     8.2

Orthogonal joint MK 180 1991200    11.5

Node testa

Triangular base trolley 1500 1990645    141

Head joint MK 1990504    24.4

Diagonal MK 0.75

Diagonal MK 1

Diagonal MK 1.5

Diagonal MK 2

Leveling-moving accesories

Jack MK 360 1990550    40.2

30 TN botlle jack 1990654    13.7

Jack waler MK 0.5/1000 1990530    115.0

Jack waler MK 1/1500 1990551    161.0

Jack waler MK 1.5/2000 1990552    207.0

Jack waler MK 2/2500 1990553    253.0

MK bogie pull plate 1990535     6.3

Wheel 100 MK 1990655    49.4

Rolling beam S-20/6 0916578   119

Rail shoe 1990406    33.4

Plate node head MK 1990400    17.0

Plate waler head MK 1990405    15.7

Node MK-D40-F 1991968    16.6

Tunnel vault node 1991970    13.9

Basis tunnel 1991877    21.9

Diagonal node 1991975    23.4

Push-pull props

E push-pull props (from 0.35 to 4 m)

 

Joing and bracing elements

Half-way connector MK-120 1990501     8.5

U main axis MK 1990513     3.8

U main axis 1991976     5.1

U secondary axis MK 1990521     3.8

U secondary axis end MK 1990421     2.7

Horiz. tube MK 0.75-1-1.5-2-2.5 m

kg kgkg

Basic components 
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Tunnel Projects with MK Carriages

// Rome Metro Line C, Italy
Contractor: Europea 92, CMB

Line C, which connects the periphery with the city centre, is going to be the longest public transport route 
of Italy and the first line of Rome’s metro. A unique project in which ULMA has worked at 30 m depth over a 
length of 25.5 km.  

Alessandrino Station

Length of 2 parallel tunnels: 115 m 

Variable radius of curvature of 4.29 to 4.9 m 

Formwork carriage length: 12.1 m 

Pouring cycle: 2 days 

Assembly: on-site 23 days 

The MK form carriage was used in both galleries and 
divided into modules of 6 m to build the 28 m long 
tunnel of Centocelle Station.

Mirti Station

Length of 2 parallel tunnels: 46 m 

Variable radius of curvature of 4.29 to 4.9 m 

Formwork carriage length: 6.1 m 

Pouring cycle: 3 days 

Assembly: in warehouse 

The flexibility of the system eased the lowering of the 
central portion of the form carriage in every stage to 
avoid interference with the existing slab.
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Tunnel Projects with MK Carriages

 Section of the tunnel of Malatesta station

Malatesta Station

Tunnel length: 165 m 

Variable radius of curvature of 4.29 to 4.9 m 

Formwork carriage length: 12.1 m 

Pouring cycle: 3 days 

Assembly: on-site 17 days 

The form carriage of the Alessandrino Station was 
reused by replacing a minimum number of items. 

Divisible: the entire section was 12 m except for the 
curved areas, where it was reduced to 6 m.

From the beginning on, ULMA supplied the material 
and provided its expertise and professional advice in the 
construction of the underground stations.

The modularity of the MK system made it possible to 
apply a single solution, and to reuse the form carriages in 
different galleries with a minimal need for adaptation to 
the varying geometries.

Safety was built-in in the ULMA systems, since all 
vertical formwork carriages were equipped with working 
platforms and ladders.

Lodi Station walls

Perimeter per floor: 276 m 

First floor wall height: variable 4.21 - 6.03 m 

General wall height: 6.16 - 6.76 m 

Pouring cycle: 2 days

With the MK Truss system and beam-based formwork, 
walls of up to 12 m length were built. 

This system, most suitable for long structures, offered 
solutions to a wide range of tunnel sections regardless 
of complex shapes or high loads.
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Tunnel Projects with MK Carriages

 MK carriage for working at height

Contractor: Metrostav a.s

Located in the Czech capital, the tunnel is part of 8 km of infrastructure to relocate traffic underground. A series 
of large tunnels make up the complex network of ventilation ducts. Amongst them the SO 05 stands out as the 
one with the largest cross section in the Czech Republic.

// Blanka Tunnel, Prague, Czech Republic

With a single product, ULMA’s technical service provided 
solutions to the various configurations of this project.
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Tunnel Projects with MK Carriages

 MK carriages for wall execution

The construction of the SO 05 tunnel was done 
with two 6.5 m long form carriages, one for steel 
reinforcement works and the other for the formwork. 
Both had large working platforms for material storage 
and safe working at height.

formwork carriages with structures pre-assembled in 
warehouse, which eased the erection and saved valuable 
working time.

For the STT tunnel, the one with the highest traffic 
density, the walls of the ventilation ducts beneath the 
floor were built with form carriages. Their simple and 
easy handling was increased by the use of pre-assembled 
formwork units. ENKOFLEX was used as slab formwork.

A project of this scale required ULMA to offer solutions 
and advice to the customer especially for intersections 
of tunnels with different cross sections and for the form 
carriage travel in areas not yet built. The versatility of the 
system generated a complete success.

Tunnel SO 04: two consecutive tunnels with different 
sections and vault lengths, in addition to the bottom 
and side walls, had to be built. This was all done with 

Tunnel dimensions:

Length: 120 m

Width: 17.5 m

Height: 14 m
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Tunnel Projects with MK Carriages

The construction of this tunnel, especially because of its width, has resulted in a significant improvement of the 
traffic circulation in the Pesaro area.

// Natural tunnel, Pesaro, Italy

The reduced project time and the profitability of the 
project were achieved thanks to the use of MK carriages, 
which are versatile and have a high load bearing capacity. 
Their modular design and the correct combination of 
accessories enabled undertake any type of configuration. 
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The formwork carrying trolley used 
to build the tunnel galleries (15.7 
m wide, 6.2 m long and 9 m high) 
was made up of standard parts. 
Hydraulic jacks controlled from a 

The formwork modules were 
pre-assembled in the warehouse, 
and so only final adjustment was 
necessary on site. This was the way 
to reduce erection time and to ease 
the workers’ tasks. All construction 
stages were supervised by specialised 
staff.

The formwork carrying trolley was 
equipped with working platforms 
and safety handrails in such a way 
that all safety requirements were 
fulfilled at all times.

central unit were in charge of putting 
the formwork panels in place and 
moving the structures inside the 
tunnel. This system made the task 
of moving the 28 t MK carriage 

easy. The vault formwork carried by 
the trolley was lifted by means of 
hydraulic cylinders.
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Tunnel Projects with MK Carriages

Contractor: Piessegi S.C.R.L.

The San Giusto Parking Garage in Trieste is Italy’s largest underground car park and the second largest in 
Europe, with five floors and 750 spaces.

// San Giusto Parking Garage, Trieste, Italy

Its construction posed a unique technical challenge 
because of its location in the historic city centre. The 
project has a total volume of 100,000 m3 and it consists 

of two cavities, each 120 m long, 20 m wide, and 15 m 
deep. It has five floors, each with a surface area of   
1,500 m2. 

ULMA supplied the temporary structures needed for the 
installation of steel reinforcement and support for the 
interior concrete. The 16.5m x 12m x 5.8m high MK 
carriage was designed to withstand high loads and span 
the tunnel’s wide girth.
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Hydraulic cylinders were used for a 50 cm stripping 
distance which eased the cleaning of the formwork 
surface.

The rails on which the structure was supported allowed 
the carriage to advance through the tunnel and later 
relocate to the parallel tunnel, where the same material 
was reused and the work cycles were repeated.

Assembly with standard material and re-use of the same 
ULMA carriage for finishing work at heights, allowed the 
contractor to reduce construction time and cost.

The MK carriage is particularly efficient for tunnel 
construction, thanks to the MK system’s perfect 
adaptability to any geometry.

The structure, consisting of standard MK components, 
allowed for rapid project completion in 11 pouring cycles 
of 12 m each.
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Contractor: PAC S.p.A.

The project goal was to relieve traffic congestion between Ora and the Lower Atesina region.

// San Daniele Tunnel, Ora, Italy

The 1,064 m long tunnel has a changing section. 
At the beginning, it has a standard cross-section of 
approximately 80 m2. Inside, there is a junction with on 
ramps and exit ramps, where the road expands into four 

ULMA has worked for years with this construction 
company. The customer was highly satisfied with the 
project, thanks to the MK system with a steel shuttering 
face, which provided the concrete with an excellent 
finish.

lanes. With a width of almost 32 m, and a cross-section 
ranging from 250 m2 to 300 m2, in five different sections, 
this tunnel is one of the largest in Italy (27.4 m x 10.8 m 
high).

 Excellent concrete finish
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The work began with a 6 m long 
steel carriage for the 94 m tunnel. 
The modular structure of the 
components adapted perfectly to the 
three different tunnel cross-sections, 
and the work was completed in 17 
phases.

A second 9 m long MK carriage was used for the 
construction of the two largest tunnel sections, and 
for the first phase of the side walls. The same material 
was reused to build the formwork for the largest vault 
section. This part of the tunnel was finished in 19 phases, 
which lasted a total of three and a half months.

 Side wall formwork
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This is a cut-and-cover tunnel (115 m) in the EN-101 Bypass Ponte da Barca - Arcos de Valdevez, in Portugal.

// Bypass Tunnel EN-101, Ponte da Barca - Arcos de Valdevez, Portugal

ENKOFORM H-120 and ENKOFORM V-100 beam-based 
formwork was used in tiers of 12 m except for the first 
and last which was 9.5 m.

The cut-and-cover tunnel was completed in two pouring 
stages: side walls and vault.

The side walls were built with double-sided ENKOFORM 
V-100 formwork consisting of steel walers and timber 
beams. The side walls were shaped with curved walers, 
while DW15 tie rods bore the concrete pressure.

 Cross section of the tunnel  Longitudinal section of MK carriage 
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The outside waler was anchored 
to the foundation and had a level 
of built-in working platforms for 
pouring work.
The inside waler was also anchored 
to the concrete of the counter-vault 
and kept stiff with push-pull props. 
Inside and outside formwork units 
had a level of built-in working 
platforms. Both units were moved by 
crane using lifting hooks.

For the vault of the cut-and-cover 
tunnel, the inside formwork was 
placed on a vertical formwork 
carriage moving on rails. The form 
carriage consists in a structure of MK 
walers. It has working platforms at 
several levels with handrails of 1.5 m 
and safe access.

In vault areas where double-sided formwork was required, a crane-handled 
outside formwork joined to a working platform was used. The working 
platform consisted of ORMA brackets to plumb the outside formwork unit.

 Levelling and rolling system
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Contractor: AGJV (Abi-group Golding Joint Venture)

This terminal is located at Golding Point and within the Port of Gladstone. With the growing demand 
for coal, WICET will provide a major impetus to the export volume of Queensland coal industry. On 
commissioning, the terminal will double the export capacity of the Port of Gladstone with up to 80 million 
tonnes per year.

// Wiggins Island Coal Export Terminal, Gladstone, Australia

ULMA supplied all the formwork and scaffolding 
required for the project, which included a 2 km long jetty 
conveyor and the construction of 950 m coal transport 
channels.

Many factors have been taken into account such as 
waterproofing, changes of direction and safety, the latter 
being vital in the project.

MK form carriages were used to meet all these 
requirements. Waler joints of the MK system provide high 
stiffness and require less material. Moreover, they enable 
the placing of larger pouring platforms than the usual 
ones.
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The tunnels were built in variable lengths of 15 to 30 
m to ease form carriage adaptation to the changes of 
direction and varying slope.

Its hydraulic system provided a smooth stripping, and the 
electric motors moved the form carriages at a speed of 
6.2 m/minute.

The inside diameter of the tunnels was 6.5 m with 
variable wall thickness between 37.5 cm at the top and 
70 cm at the bottom of the side walls.

Moreover, ENKOFORM VMK and ORMA wall formwork 
and ENKOFLEX slab formwork has been supplied.
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Contractor: Vias y Construcciones, Comsa

Within the high-speed European Atlantic Railway Axis, this 500 m long, 14.4 m wide and 9.9 m high 
cut-and-cover tunnel is part of the Baños triangle, a railway juncture of 4 lines between Valladolid, Palencia and 
Burgos.

// Villamuriel de Cerrato Tunnel, Valladolid, Spain

ULMA proposed a profitable project 
from the first step on with the 
appropriate technical solution and 
reusable material, thus reducing 
supply expenses, as well as erection 
and construction time.
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Despite of the clayey ground conditions, the solution met 
the deadline marked through the detailed planning of 
material supply and erection. The Technical Department of 
ULMA designed two light form carriages for the moving of 

a large formwork area with the auxiliary means available 
on the building site. The rolling systems enabled the 
construction of the tunnel section in stretches of 12.5 m 
without changing the configuration of the form carriage.

 Sidewall formwork and carriage for the vault

 Assembling the formwork on top of the carriage

After the technical study, ULMA considered to be the 
best solution to start from the central part of the tunnel. 
The two form carriages moved from the central part 
towards opposite ends to build the vault while erecting 
the formwork for the side walls. The accomplishment 
of works in a synchronous manner contributed to a 
considerable saving of time for each stretch. 

With the same product, ENKOFORM, the curved 
geometries of the vault and the side walls were formed.

Once again, health and safety of workers have been a 
priority for ULMA. The working platforms with safety 
handrails and ladders with protection ensured a high level 
of safety.
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The twin-tube cut and cover tunnel is part of the construction work for the highway between Catania and 
Siracusa. With an approximate length of 800 m, both tunnels are 30.5 m wide, with a maximum height of 
9.5 m from the foundation to the keystone and an internal diameter of 13.5 m. The construction of the two 
galleries was carried out simultaneously in the open air with standard MK structures.

// False Tunnel in Catania-Siracusa Highway, Carlentini, Italy

The MK system used in this project consisted of a 
formwork carriage moving inside the tunnel. This was 
the way to cast complete section. The carriage moves on 
a rail beam thanks to a rolling system and covers 12.5 m 
tunnel length. The working pace was high as the panels 
used to cast the vault were provided pre-assembled.

After pouring one of the segments, the carriage was 
moved to the next position by means of a hydraulic 
system. Once in the desired location, the trolley was lifted 
by means of hydraulic jacks until reaching the required 
exact level, being then fixed in its position with the 
adjustable jacks.
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The versatility of this product was proven, since using the 
same structure, and only performing minor adjustments, 

it was possible to cast the entrance opening of another 
gallery.

The inner formwork was equipped with a hydraulic 
system that enabled its movement, both vertical and 
horizontally. The higher performance reached in this 
way resulted in lower execution costs. Additionally, the 
formwork was equipped with an external pneumatic 
vibration system that gave the concrete a high quality 
finish and reduced pouring time.

The flexibility of the MK avoided the use of wooden parts 
for creating the necessary curved shapes. The work at 
any height as well as the access to all the structures were 
safe and fast thanks to the working platforms with their 
respective ladders.
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The construction project for the first underground railway line in Algiers (total length 23 km) was divided into 
several lots. The second lot, between Hamma and Hai El Badr, included the construction of 4.1 km of tunnels, 
four stations in the neighbourhoods of Jardin d’Essai, Les Fusillés, côte Amirouche and Mer et Soleil, and 
numerous auxiliary structures, including ventilation shafts.

// Metro of Algiers, Algeria

To construct the four stations, ULMA supplied a range of structures built 
using standard components of MK system.

To resolve the special technical requirements demanded 
by the construction company, two stations were built 
using traditional methods, from the bottom upwards, 
while the other two stations were built inversely, first 
building the vault, fixing it to side piling, and then 
constructing the lower part of the station.

Supporting the covering was a 10.5 m module moved on 
tracks by use of hydraulic cable hoists, while the modular 
formwork for the walls and intermediate slabs were 
moved by crane.

The intervention and assistance provided by ULMA 
helped the company to assure the correct use of the 
equipment, and was also used for the construction of the 
third lot of the underground line.

The solution for building the walls, 
intermediate slabs and reinforced 
concrete coverings did not follow the 
same procedure for all stations.
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Contractor: Doprastav a.s.

The tunnel entrance is the beginning of an underground infrastructure designed to improve the traffic 
conditions in Brno.

// Dobrovskeho Tunnels, Brno, Czech Republic

Architect: Amber engineering

Tunnel no. 1 is approximately 1.5 km long, with a 120 m 
excavated stretch. 

The straight part of the tunnel was built with a MK 
carriage specially designed for single sided formwork.

Spindles built into the carriage eased formwork stripping.

 The cross-section of the tunnel is 8x13 m
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Contractor: Tecsa, Campezo, Ossa

The expansion of the Añorga-Rekalde stretch on the Bilbao-San Sebastian railway, with the construction of a 
new train station, improves train access and replaces the existing crossing between platforms with an underpass.

// Añorga Tunnel, Gipuzkoa, Spain

The 162 m long, 8 m wide, and 
6.55 m high cut-and-cover tunnel 
was built with the MK carriage. The 
vault and the side walls, with internal 
curvature, were built separately. 
ENKOFORM H-120 formwork was 
used for the curved interior and 
ORMA for the rectilinear exterior.

Another 71.16 m long, 5.7 m high, and 8 m wide tunnel was built in 
stretches of 10 m each. The formwork was supported and advanced on rails.

The construction work was carried out so as not to interfere with the passage 
of either trains or travellers. Temporary non-slip pedestrian bridges, 44 m in 
length and 16 m in height, equipped with trusses and access ramps, were 
erected using BRIO scaffolding.
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The Australian and the Queensland Government jointly financed the design and construction of improvements 
to the city’s south entrance (GUSBUS).
Roads, motorways, and access roads were modernised and extended.

// Project for the improvement of the GUSBUS South Entrance, Brisbane, Australia
Contractor: Lend Lease (Abigroup)

ULMA supplied a monolithic pouring 
solution for underpass no. 1 with an 
MK carriage.

After the successful, accident-free construction of the first underpass 
using the MK system, ULMA won the contract to supply the formwork for 
underpass no. 2, which is 60 m in length. 

A template was installed at a height of 1m to assemble the 22 m2 tables 
ergonomically. Subsequently, these were hoisted onto ALUPROP wheeled 
towers to facilitate their movement.

ULMA also supplied ORMA and ENKOFORM VMK for wall formwork and 
ENKOFLEX for the slabs.

Both projects, underpass no. 1 and no. 2, are examples of ULMA as a leading 
formwork supplier who offers innovative solutions and a positive working experience.
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Contractor: Hochtief CZ a.s.

This cut-and-cover tunnel is part of the third rail corridor from Prague to Plzen. It is 324 m long, 11.4 m wide 
and 8.65 m high with a curvature radius of 750 m.

// Osek Tunnel, Rokycany, Czech Republic

The formwork carriage was designed with the MK system 
consisting of very small number of specialised parts. The 
8.65 m high and 12 m long carriage included 8 rows 
of differently spaced walers and was mounted on two 
beams with rollers. It was divided into two parts to ease its 

relocation for the following phase. The formwork consisted 
of 28 panels made of 5 mm thick steel sheeting and shaping 
timber, pre-assembled in ULMA’s warehouses. The exterior 
formwork panels were assembled with wooden beams and 
21mm phenolic plywood on a shaping timber frame.

 5 mm steel shuttering face
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The fast and safe advance of the 
tunnel carriage was made possible 
by a two-rail system. In addition, 
the carriage was fitted with working 
platforms, access ladders, and the 
technology necessary for pouring and 
vibration.

By using a formwork carriage, the 
customer was able to pour in 3-day 
cycles. A lightweight carriage later 
used the same rails to install steel 
reinforcement and insulation.

 Carriage for installation of steel reinforcement and insulation runs ahead of the formwork carriage

 Exterior formwork for cut-and-cover tunnel
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Contractor: Camargo Corrêa

This project is a clear example of environmental sustainability. With 5,957 m length and 56 m height, Jirau will 
become the world’s 14th largest power station regarding its capacity for sustainable energy production in the 
world: 3,450 MW.

// Jirau Hydroelectric Power Plant, Porto Velho, Rondonia, Brazil

Despite its complexity, all project needs were covered 
with ULMA’s MK system.
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With standard parts only, it offers the best solution for 
high load requirements. Moreover, this system provides 
a 50% productivity increase compared to conventional 
systems.

As ULMA, we guarantee maximum performance with our 
innovative products and structures made up of standard 
modular material.

To cope with the dimensions of the water intakes (18 
m high and 2.5 m thick), a solution with two mobile 
MK-360 shoring towers and ENKOFORM HMK and VMK 
formwork was designed. Erection and dismantling tasks 
were considerably quicker with a form carriage with 
rolling system moved forward from stage to stage.

Despite the complex shape of the Transition Tunnel (27 m 
long with a height between 11 and 14.5 m), the stretches 
were built with the MK system in a sequential manner.

Workers’ safety is our highest priority. Hence, MK 
structure was equipped with perimeter protection and 
formwork support.

Equipment: 1,000 t

Power production: 3,450 MW

Concrete volume: 2,478,361 m3

Turbines: 28 + 18

At peak production: 19,000 employees
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Contractor: Transcity (BMD Constructions, Ghella, Acciona)

The 4.6 km long Brisbane City Council’s Legacy Way tunnel is going to connect the two busiest roads of the 
region. Together with two 12.4 m diameter and 110 m long tunnel-boring machines, cut-and-cover tunnel form 
carriages were used for the entrance portals and tunnel exits.

// Legacy Way tunnel, Brisbane, Australia

Transcity, contractor of the project, 
was looking for an innovative 
solution for the placing of cantilevers 
and ventilation ducts in the tunnels. 
ULMA was awarded with the 
planning, supply and construction of 
this project for both tunnels from the 
very beginning.
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For the first time in a tunnel in Australia, the pre-stressed 
slabs of prefabricated concrete only rested on an in-situ 
poured cantilever. Moreover, the cantilever had only 
minimum tolerances to accomplish the airtight seal of the 
ducts.

For highest productivity, a motor-powered MK form 
carriage with retractable formwork was designed and 
delivered. The cantilevers were built with the MK system 
in stretches of 50 m.

Each form carriage required less than a day for lowering, 
moving forward 100 m, lifting and pouring the next tier.

To maintain this high pace of works, two more form 
carriages per tunnel were supplied, so the rebar works 
and the placing of the 8 m long reinforcement structures 
would not limit the pace of other tasks.

The versatility of the MK system 
enabled solving the section 
transition, showing once more its 
great capabilities.

The highly satisfactory outcome 
of the project shows how close 
customer cooperation ensures 
success under the condition of tight 
deadlines.

With MK not only work cycles of a 50 m pour every 20 
hours were achieved, it also offered a solution for the 
change in the free height of the tunnel of 700 mm.
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// Cut-and-cover tunnel, extension of railway line, Terrassa, Spain
Contractor: UTE Túnel Terrassa

This cut-and-cover tunnel is part of a renovation project for Terrassa’s public transport system. The route 
extension will double daily passenger traffic reaching 32,000.

The works were carried out at a 
height of 17 metres because on the 
level below runs the underground 
and intermediate slabs are reduced 
in thickness. As a full shoring 
structure could not be implemented, 
a technically highly complex solution 
with vertical formwork carriage at 
height, shored by towers T-500, 
structures H-33, towers BRIO and 
curved walers, which also provided 
cross reinforcement of the concrete 
at every 5.2 m, was developed.

The 14 m long form carriage with a 
vault diameter of 22 m was used to 
build a 130 m tunnel in successive 
pouring stages of 12.35 m.
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A pace of work of 3 pouring stages every 2 weeks was achieved by the 
repositioning of the form carriage in only one day.

The reuse of the material has been ongoing, since the shoring towers and 
main support beams along with the other systems were dismantled after use 
and assembled again at the next pouring stages for subsequent movement of 
the structure.
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